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unigenes were from the pathogen. There were 132 in-

There were 178 induced unigenes of isolate AR628, six 

Analysis showed a strong induction for the expression 

categories. The functions of these induced genes and 
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Chickpea production is greatly hampered by blight 
causing fungal pathogen o hyta ra iei (AR) in chick-

and mating type frequency of thirty two AR isolates 
from six geographical regions of Pakistan were com-
pared with a US-AR population. Pakistani AR (PAR) 

1) distribution, although Chi-square tests showed non-

distribution. The results showed that sexual reproduc-

statistical analysis showed panmixia which may be due 

microsatellite loci was assessed and each isolate was as-
signed to a microsatellite haplotype. Population struc-

three distinct clusters, two clusters of PAR and one of 

same genetic background with one cluster of the PAR 

of the pathogen due to import of seeds. Additionally, 
the two clusters of Pak-isolates are not strictly linked 
to the geographic locations in Pakistan, suggesting fre-

-

reported from Syria and Pakistan where we assume less 
frequency of sexual reproduction due to predominance 
of one mating type, in contrast to other countries where 
both mating types are present in equal ratio hence, this 
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ects of temperature on virulence of Didymella ra-
biei pathotypes a ecting chickpea. S. AHMED* and M. 
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Chickpea ( i er aritien ) is one of the most important 
food legumes grown around the world in more than 
50 countries. The yield gap of chickpea is high due to 
abiotic and biotic constraints where Ascochyta blight 
( idy ella ra iei -

-
ties were taken out of production due to susceptibility to 

the interactions of idy ella- i er 

-

. 
rabiei

P-IV) were studied using six chickpea genotypes (Ghab-

-
ditions. The results showed that the interactions of tem-

-

-

followed by P-3 compared with the other two. The least 

Similar results were obtained for the chickpea geno-
-

tions were detected but no changes in the ranking of re-
sistance to Ascochyta blight. Except for Ghab-1, which is 
the most susceptible genotype, the remaining genotypes 

15°C. This study showed that . rabiei population has 

populations to temperature from similar Mediterranean 


